Stomata are critical structures in plant physiology because they allow carbon dioxide from the surrounding air to diffuse into plant tissues through microscopic pores. This carbon dioxide fuels the chemistry of photosynthesis, the subsequent production of sugars, and ultimately, plant growth and reproduction. However, stomata are also responsible for minimizing the amount of water lost by the plant during the process of carbon uptake and assimilation [1, 2] . To accomplish this balancing act, two mirrorimage guard cells control the size of the stomatal pore by responding to changes in their own cellular water pressure (turgor pressure) [3] . The traditional view of guard cell mechanics, one that has long been established in textbooks and anatomical descriptions, is that thickening of the interior guard cell wall, adjacent to the pore itself, promotes opening of the stomatal pore [4] . Conceptually, the reinforced interior prevents the increase in turgor pressure from collapsing the pore and allows the cell to bow outward because the unreinforced exterior cell wall has greater elasticity. A new study by Carter et al. [5] , published in this issue of Current Biology, shows that thickening of the interior cell wall might not be as important for opening the stomatal pore as originally thought. Furthermore, their findings highlight a new component in guard cell mechanics that was previously unidentified -a measurable stiffening of the stomatal polar regions that appears to improve guard cell function.
Despite the ubiquity of the notion that asymmetric thickening is required for stomatal pore opening, modeling approaches in the past have disproved the need for such a structural contribution. Independent biomechanical models by Aylor et al. and Cooke et al. have shown convincingly that asymmetric thickening is not required to produce bending of the guard cell and opening of the stomatal pore [6, 7] . Why the notion has persisted so long after these studies is hard to say -perhaps the combination of engrained dogma mixed with the abundance of plant species that possess thickened guard cells was too difficult to overcome. Unsurprisingly, a quick Google search asking the question ''Why do guard cells have thick inner walls?'' provides many links explaining that it is required for stomatal opening.
However, it could also be argued that a lack of experimental evidence is to blame for this persistent belief. The analysis involved in the aforementioned biomechanical models involves mathematical approaches that are difficult to interpret, given the complexity of guard cell wall properties and the diversity in stomatal forms across species [8] . A strength of the new study by Carter et al. is the description of both modeling and experimental evidence to support their claims. To provide the experimental proof, the authors were clever to utilize stomata at different developmental stages to illustrate that asymmetric thickening was not required for stomatal opening. Young stomata (as defined by stoma length z stoma width) did not have a reinforced inner cell wall, but were just as capable of opening and closing their pore in response to external stimuli as fully mature stomata (length > width) that did have the characteristic thickening [5] . The combination of atomic force microscopy and functional stomata assays was capable of providing the most convincing proof for the role of asymmetric thickening in stomatal opening, or lack thereof, to date.
If stomatal opening is not the primary function of asymmetric thickening, then why does this structural feature exist in the first place? Carter et al. demonstrated two possibilities: one from their modeling approach and a second from their functional stomata assays. Their finite element modeling suggests that interior guard cell walls are subjected to the greatest mechanical stresses while the stomatal pore is open. The repeated opening and closing of the pore that occurs over daily and annual time periods would produce significant trauma at that location. Increasing the strength of the cell wall by reinforcing it with extra material could presumably counteract this stress and maintain the integrity of the guard cell for the long-term. A second explanation for the thickened wall may actually be to reduce the maximum potential pore size. Carter et al. observed that younger stomata without reinforced walls were capable of expanding their pore size beyond the estimated maximum size (based upon anatomical dimensions). Reducing maximum pore size would ultimately limit transpiration, which is a core function of the stomatal complex in the first place. So in fact, a key purpose of asymmetric thickening may be the complete opposite of what was thought for many years -it limits opening instead of promoting it.
In place of the role attributed to asymmetric thickening, Carter et al. provide the reader with an alternative structural feature that is shown to enhance stomatal function. Again using atomic force microscopy, the authors identified that the polar regions of the stomatal complex, where the ends of the guard cell pairs meet, is reinforced with pectin-based materials that make the pole regions comparably stiff. The authors propose that additional stiffness in these locations acts to fix the guard cells in place, thereby preventing lengthwise expansion of the stomatal complex during opening and closing of the pore. Conservation of stomatal complex length has been observed in many species [9] and this remains true in the current study, as shown by direct measurement of complex length versus pore width under various external conditions. When the authors impose fixed poles in their modeling analysis, they find it greatly improves the response of pore size to changes in guard cell turgor pressure.
Collectively, the study by Carter et al. provides renewed clarity on the structural forces that drive guard cell functionality and should encourage the field to rethink how we attribute importance to certain components. The new paradigm underlined by the results in this study includes two major features: reinforced poles prevent lengthwise expansion of the stomatal complex, and radial patterns of cellulose microfibrils in the guard cell wall promote elongation of guard cell volume rather than circumferential increases (Figure 1) . The latter feature has also been noted in textbook descriptions of guard cell mechanics [10, 11] -a common analogy is an elongated balloon bounded by rubber bands that control the direction of expansion [6] . While the current study does not address this aspect of guard cell mechanics, it does point toward an increased significance of microfibrils in defining guard cell movement. Working together, the reinforced polar region and radial microfibrils allow the guard cell to bow outward during stomatal opening, which satisfies the conservation of stomatal complex length and the concurrent increase in guard cell path length, both of which are observed extensively in nature [9, 11] . It should also be noted that epidermal cells adjacent to the stomatal complex can apply significant mechanical forces that influence guard cell movement, but those forces would be the same across both models [7, 12] .
This research also highlights some exciting new opportunities to improve guard cell mechanics. There is dynamic production and dissolution of microtubules in parallel to the radial microfibrils during stomatal opening and closing, respectively [13, 14] . Microtubule production may help stabilize guard cell shape during increases in turgor pressure, but it could also aid in the speed at which guard cell movements occur. Given that asymmetric thickening is of reduced importance for stomatal opening, focusing research efforts to understand radial patterning, what signals drive microtubule formation in guard cells? How does guard cell microfibril and microtubule production vary across species? Are species patterns related to stomatal efficiency?
It will also be important to understand how widespread the occurrence and influence of polar reinforcement in the stomatal complex actually is. Carter et al. present data from only three species in which they observed the polar reinforcement (Arabidopsis thaliana (mouse-ear cress; plant genetic model species), Solanum lycopersicum (tomato), and Zea mays (corn)). However, they did capture the two most common forms of stomata (kidney bean and dumbbellshaped) by testing the above species and that bodes positively for a more universal mechanism. Modifying the nature of the polar reinforcement and understanding species-specific differences may enable future improvements in stomatal function. In all of these future opportunities, knowledge of the structure-function relationships in guard cells is paramount pins the guard cells in place and forces the outward movement of guard cells during increases in turgor pressure. In both models, radial patterning of microfibrils (thin green lines) restricts the guard cell from circumferential increases in volume and instead drives an increase in cell length, which strongly contributes to the observed movements.
